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SPHERICAL SUBCATEGORIES
IN ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY
ANDREAS HOCHENEGGER, MARTIN KALCK, AND DAVID PLOOG
Abstract. We study objects in triangulated categories which have a
two-dimensional graded endomorphism algebra. Given such an object,
we show that there is a unique maximal triangulated subcategory, in
which the object is spherical. This general result is then applied to
examples from algebraic geometry.
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1. Introduction
Spherical objects were introduced by Seidel and Thomas [28] to construct
autoequivalences of triangulated categories. By definition, the Serre functor
shifts such an object (Calabi-Yau property) and its graded endomorphism
algebra is two-dimensional. Under Kontsevich’s Homological Mirror Sym-
metry conjecture [16], these autoequivalences are mirror dual to generalised
Dehn twists about Lagrangian spheres. Some typical examples are structure
sheaves of (−2)-curves on surfaces, and line bundles on Calabi-Yau varieties.
However, the Calabi-Yau property is in general not preserved under im-
portant fully faithful functors like pull-backs along blow-ups. This forces us
to study spherelike objects (i.e. objects with two-dimensional graded endo-
morphism algebras) in general.
Moreover, the dimension of the graded endomorphism algebra may be
viewed as a measure for complexity. Exceptional objects (i.e. objects with
one-dimensional graded endomorphism algebras) have been extensively stud-
ied for several decades, see e.g. the seminal work of the Rudakov seminar
[25]. Our work may be regarded as a first step towards a general theory for
spherelike objects which come next in terms of complexity.
The following general theorem is our main result. It shows that given a
spherelike object in a triangulated category, there exists a unique maximal
triangulated subcategory in which the object becomes spherical.
Theorem (Theorems 4.4 & 4.6). Let D be a Hom-finite k-linear triangulated
category, and let F ∈ D be a d-spherelike object possessing a Serre dual.
Then there is a triangulated subcategory DF ⊂ D such that F ∈ DF is a
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d-spherical object, and if U ⊂ D is a triangulated subcategory with F ∈ U
d-spherical, then U ⊂ DF . We call DF the spherical subcategoryof F .
We want to remark that the spherical subcategory reflects important in-
formation of the ambient category, see e.g. the proposition and example
below. Keller, Yang and Zhou [15] study the subcategory generated by a
spherelike object and show that it does not depend on the ambient cate-
gory — in particular, it does not contain any geometric information. Their
category is the minimal subcategory such that the object becomes spherical.
Our theory applies to many triangulated categories. For examples from
the representation theory of finite-dimensional algebras, we refer to the
forthcoming article [12]. In this article, applications to algebraic geome-
try are given in the final Section 5. Here we mention Proposition 5.5 and
Example 5.8.
Proposition. Let X be a Calabi-Yau variety and X˜ → X be any succession
of blow-ups in points. Then OX˜ is a spherelike sheaf, and its spherical
subcategory is Db(X˜)O
X˜
= Db(X).
It is well-known that the derived category of a blow-up has an explicit
description as a semi-orthogonal decomposition; see [13, §11.2]. However,
our result says that the spherical subcategory of the structure sheaf recovers
the derived category of the original variety in one fell swoop. One thus
might consider going from a category to a spherical subcategory as a kind
of derived birational transformation.
Example. Let Y be a ruled surface over an elliptic curve. Then the struc-
ture sheaf is spherelike and the spherical subcategory Db(Y )OY depends in
an explicit manner on the choice of Y = P(V ) where V is a rank two bundle
on the elliptic curve; see Example 5.8 for details.
Conventions. All subcategories are assumed to be full. The shift (or trans-
lation, or suspension) functor of triangulated categories is denoted by [1].
All triangles in triangulated categories are meant to be distinguished. Also,
we will generally denote triangles abusively by A → B → C, hiding the
degree increasing morphism C → A[1].
All functors between triangulated categories are meant to be exact. De-
rived functors are denoted with the same symbol as the (non-exact) functors
between abelian categories. For example, if f : X → Y is a proper map of
varieties, f∗ : D
b(X)→ Db(Y ) denotes the derived push-forward functor.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we collect some terminology and basic facts. All of this is
standard apart from the notion of a piecewise invertible functor. Most of the
material can be found in [13] unless otherwise stated. Readers exclusively
interested in spherical subcategories can fast forward to Section 4.
Fix an algebraically closed field k. We write ( · )∗ = Homk( · ,k) for
dualisation over the ground field. By Hom•(A,B) we denote the complex⊕
iHom(A,B[i])[−i] of k-vector spaces with the zero differential. A k-linear
triangulated category D is called Hom-finite if dimkHom(A,B) <∞ for all
objects A,B. It is called Hom•-finite if dimkHom
•(A,B) <∞ for all objects
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A,B ([20, Def. 3.12] calls this proper). The category D is called idempotent
complete if any projector splits, i.e. for p ∈ Hom(A,A) with p2 = p there is
A ∼= A1 ⊕A2 such that p is A→ A1 → A. It is well-known that Hom-finite
and idempotent complete categories are Krull-Schmidt, i.e. every object has
direct sum decomposition into indecomposable objects, unique up to order
and isomorphism. For the convenience of the reader, we give the short
argument below.
Lemma 2.1. Let D be a k-linear Hom-finite, idempotent complete additive
category. Then D is Krull-Schmidt.
Proof. Let A ∈ D. We denote by add(A) the smallest additive subcategory
of D containing all direct summands of A. Put projEnd(A) for the category
of finitely generated projective right modules over the ring End(A). The
functor Hom(A, · ) : add(A) → projEnd(A) is an equivalence of additive
categories since D is idempotent complete.
Moreover, End(A) is in fact a finite-dimensional k-algebra. The Krull-
Schmidt property holds for the category of finitely generated modules over
an artinian ring (see [2, §II.2]), hence particularly holds for projEnd(A), and
then also for add(A). Therefore A decomposes essentially uniquely into a
direct sum of indecomposable objects. 
Serre duality. Let A ∈ D be an object. We say that A has a Serre dual if
the cohomological functor HomD(A, · )
∗ is representable. If this is the case,
the representing object is unique and will be denoted by SA. By definition,
we then get isomorphisms σB : Hom(B,SA) ∼→ Hom(A,B)
∗, functorial in
B ∈ D. Note that there is a canonical map Hom•(A,A)∗ → k and we claim
that Serre duality implies that the pairing
Hom•(A,B) ⊗Hom•(B,SA)→ Hom•(A,SA) ∼→ Hom•(A,A)∗ → k
is non-degenerate for all B ∈ D. This claim follows from σA(gf)(idA) =
σB(g)(f) for all f : A → B and g : B → SA. These relations are formal
consequences of the commutative diagrams
Hom(A,SA)
σA
// Hom(A,A)∗
Hom(B,SA)
σB
//
OO
Hom(A,B)∗
OO
expressing functoriality of the σ maps (the vertical maps are induced by f).
We say that the category D has a right Serre functor if every object A
has a Serre dual SA and write S : D → D for the induced functor (by the
functorial isomorphisms Hom(A, · )∗ ∼→ Hom( · ,SA) for any A ∈ D, we get
natural transformations Hom( · ,SA) → Hom( · ,SB) for f : A → B. By
the Yoneda lemma this gives a unique S(f) : SA → SB in turn; see [24,
Lem. I.1.3(2)]). Here we follow [24, §I], where it is shown that a right Serre
functor is always fully faithful but in general not essentially surjective.
We say that D has a Serre functor if it has a right Serre functor which is
an equivalence. We will denote Serre functors by S, unless SD is needed for
clarity. Serre functors are unique up to unique isomorphism, hence commute
with equivalences. To be precise, if C and D are triangulated categories with
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Serre functors SC and SD, and if ϕ : D ∼→ C is an equivalence, then ϕ
−1SCϕ
is a Serre functor for D, and hence has to be isomorphic to SD.
An object A ∈ D is called a d-Calabi-Yau object, for an integer d, if A[d] is
a Serre dual for A, so there are isomorphisms Hom•(A,B) ∼= Hom•(B,A[d])∗,
natural in B ∈ D.
The category D is called a d-Calabi-Yau category, if the shift [d] is a Serre
functor. We remark that a triangulated category might be d-Calabi-Yau for
several numbers d at once if a multiple of the shift functor is the identity.
Also, it is not enough to demand that all objects are d-Calabi-Yau; see [9,
Ex. 9(1)] for a specific instance.
Spanning and generation. Let Ω ⊆ D be a subset (or subclass) of objects.
The left and right orthogonal subcategories of Ω are the full subcategories
Ω⊥ = {A ∈ D | Hom•(ω,A) = 0 ∀ω ∈ Ω},
⊥Ω = {A ∈ D | Hom•(A,ω) = 0 ∀ω ∈ Ω}.
Both of these are triangulated. We say that Ω spans D (or is a spanning
class) if Ω⊥ = 0 and ⊥Ω = 0.
We denote by 〈Ω〉 the smallest triangulated subcategory of D closed under
direct summands which contains Ω; this is sometimes denoted by thick(Ω).
We say that Ω classically (or split) generates D if 〈Ω〉 = D. We will omit
the attribute “classical” in the subsequent text. A generating class is always
spanning, but in general not vice versa.
Semi-orthogonal decompositions. Essentially, the concepts here can be found
in [7], except the notion of weak semi-orthogonal decompositions which
seems to be defined for the first time in [19]. A triangulated subcategory
N →֒ D is called left (or right) admissible if the inclusion admits a left (or
right) adjoint. To rephrase, N is right admissible if for any A ∈ D there is
a unique functorial triangle AN → A → A⊥ with AN ∈ N and A⊥ ∈ N
⊥.
In fact, D → N , A 7→ AN and D → N
⊥, A 7→ A⊥ are triangle functors by
[6, Prop. 1.3.3]. We call N admissible if N is left and right admissible.
Actually, a pair (M,N ) of triangulated subcategories of D, such that N
is right admissible andM = N⊥, is called a weak semi-orthogonal decompo-
sition of D. Note thatM is automatically left admissible. If bothM and N
are additionally admissible then we call the pair a semi-orthogonal decom-
position. In both cases, we write D = 〈M,N〉. For readers more familiar
with t-structures, we mention that a weak semi-orthogonal decomposition
〈M,N〉 is the same thing as a t-structure (N ,M) for which both subcat-
egories M and N are triangulated. Sometimes we will only write 〈M,N〉,
where implicitly mean the category generated by the union of M and N .
The definition can be extended inductively: a sequence (N1, . . . ,Nk) is a
(weak) semi-orthogonal decomposition if 〈〈N1, . . . , Nk−1〉,Nk〉 is.
A special case are exceptional sequences. An object E ∈ D is exceptional if
Hom•(E,E) = k. A sequence of objects (E1, . . . , Ek) is called exceptional if
all Ei are exceptional and Hom
•(Ej , Ei) = 0 for j > i. Subcategories gener-
ated by exceptional sequence are admissible. In particular, if the exceptional
sequence is full, i.e. generates the whole category, then D = 〈E1, . . . , Ek〉 is
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a semi-orthogonal decomposition; by common abuse of notation we write Ei
to mean the triangulated category generated by the exceptional object Ei.
Adjoints. Let ϕ : C → D be an exact functor between triangulated cate-
gories. If ϕ has a right adjoint, it will be denoted by ϕr : D → C. It is a
simple fact that ϕr is again exact; [13, Prop. 1.41]. The same holds for a left
adjoint ϕl. The next lemma collects two well known and simple properties
of adjoints:
Lemma 2.2. Let ϕ : C → D be an exact functor between triangulated cate-
gories with a right adjoint ϕr. Assume that D has a Serre functor SD.
(1) If ϕ is fully faithful, i.e. C right admissible in D, then SC = ϕ
rSDϕ is
a right Serre functor for C.
(2) If C has a Serre functor, then there is a left adjoint ϕl = S−1C ϕ
rSD.
Proof. (2) is straightforward. For (1), compute for any objects A,B ∈ C
HomC(A,SCB) = HomC(A,ϕ
rSDϕB) = HomD(ϕA,SDϕB)
= HomD(ϕB,ϕA)
∗ = HomC(B,A)
∗. 
Functor properties. We list some properties a functor might enjoy and which
equivalences always have. All notions are standard apart from the last one.
Definition 2.3. Let ϕ : D → D′ be an exact functor between k-linear,
triangulated categories. Then ϕ is said to be
fully faithful if the maps HomD(D1,D2) ∼→ HomD′(ϕ(D1), ϕ(D2)) induced
by ϕ are isomorphisms for all D1,D2 ∈ D.
conservative if f is a morphism in D such that ϕ(f) an isomorphism, then
f is an isomorphism itself.
essentially surjective if for any object D′ ∈ D′, there is an object D ∈ D
such that ϕ(D) ∼= D′.
an equivalence (or invertible) if ϕ is fully faithful and essentially surjective.
piecewise invertible if there are weak semi-orthogonal decompositions D =
〈D1, . . . ,Dn〉, D
′ = 〈D′1, . . . ,D
′
n〉 such that ϕ(Di) ⊆ D
′
i and ϕ|Di
induces an equivalence Di ∼→ D
′
i.
Lemma 2.4. A piecewise invertible functor ϕ : D → D′ is conservative.
Proof. We choose weak semi-orthogonal decompositions D = 〈D1,D2〉 and
D′ = 〈D′1,D
′
2〉 such that ϕ induces equivalences of each component — more
than two components can be dealt with by induction.
Given a morphism f : A→ B in D such that ϕ(f) is an isomorphism, we
consider the triangle A→ B → C where C = Cone(f). Through the triangle
functors D → Di associated with the semi-orthogonal decomposition, we
obtain a commutative diagram
A2
f2

// A
f

// A1
f1

B2

// B

// B1

C2 // C // C1
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with Ai, Bi ∈ Di and where the rows and columns are exact. Applying
ϕ to the whole diagram, we find ϕ(C) = 0 since ϕ(f) is an isomorphism
by assumption. Thus ϕ(C1) ∼= ϕ(C2)[1] lives in D
′
1 ∩ D
′
2 = 0, and we get
ϕ(C1) = 0, ϕ(C2) = 0. As ϕ induces equivalences D1 ∼→ D
′
1 and D2
∼→ D′2,
we deduce C1 = 0 and C2 = 0. Hence f1 and f2 are isomorphisms and then
f is an isomorphism, as well. 
Note that the composition of piecewise invertible functors is not neces-
sarily piecewise invertible again, whereas the other four properties of the
definition are closed under composition. Let us recall standard criteria for
fully faithfulness and for equivalence:
Proposition 2.5 ([13, Prop. 1.49]). Assume that ϕ has left and right ad-
joints and let Ω ⊆ D be a spanning class. Then ϕ is fully faithful if and only
if ϕ|Ω is fully faithful.
Lemma 2.6 ([13, Lem. 1.50]). Let ϕ : D → D′ be a fully faithful functor
with right adjoint ϕr. Then ϕ is an equivalence if and only if ϕr(C) = 0
implies C = 0 for all C ∈ D′.
3. Twist functors
Let D be a k-linear, Hom-finite triangulated category and d an integer. For
an object F ∈ D we consider the following two properties:
(Sd) Hom•(F,F ) = k⊕ k[−d], i.e. the only non-trivial derived endomor-
phism besides the identity is a d-extension F → F [d], up to scalars.
(CYd) F is a d-Calabi-Yau object, i.e. Hom
•(F,A) ∼= Hom•(A,F [d])∗, func-
torially in A ∈ D.
F is called d-spherelike if it satisfies (Sd). Is it called d-spherical if it
satisfies both (Sd) and (CYd). The number d may be dropped when it is
clear from the context or not relevant. We say that F is properly spherelike
if it is spherelike but not spherical.
Non-positive numbers d are allowed. Often, the case d = 0 needs special
attention. For example, given a d-spherical object F with d 6= 0 it is obvious
that the Serre dual of an isomorphism Hom(F,F ) ∼→ k is a non-trivial ex-
tension F → F [d] which can simplify arguments. Because most emphasis is
on positive d, in the main text we will state general results (including d = 0)
but will defer the proofs for d = 0 to the Appendix. We want to note that
for d = 0, our definition is slightly broader than the one in [28]. There they
also ask for End•(F ) ∼= k[x]/x2, e.g. they exclude decomposable objects; see
also the Appendix.
3.1. Algebraic triangulated categories and functorial cones. In order
to define the twist functors in great generality, we have to make a rigidity
assumption on our triangulated categories: they should be enhanced in the
sense of Bondal and Kapranov [8] or algebraic in the sense of Keller [14];
these notions are equivalent by [14, Thm. 3.8].
More precisely, an enhancement of a k-linear triangulated category D is a
pretriangulated differential graded (dg) category A together with an equiv-
alence H0(A) ∼→ D of triangulated categories. We refer to [14, §4.5] or [29,
§4.4] for the notion of a pretriangulated dg-category (note that [29] calls
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these triangulated dg-categories, provided the underlying derived categories
are idempotent complete). In other words, for objects X,Y of A, the homo-
morphism spaces HomA(X,Y ) are dg k-modules, i.e. complexes of k-vector
spaces. The associated homotopy category H0(A), denoted [A] in [29], has
the same objects as A and morphisms H0(HomA(X,Y )). It is a k-linear
category, and triangulated since A is pretriangulated.
This assumption implies that cones of morphisms are functorial in the
following sense: given two dg-categories A and B with B pretriangulated,
then the category Hom(A,B) of of dg-functors A → B is itself a pretriangu-
lated dg-category — hence has cones (loc. cit. in [14, 29]). The catchphrase
about ‘functorial cones in D ∼= H0(A)’ then means the following. Every
dg-functor ϕ˜ : A → A gives rise to a triangle functor ϕ : D → D by taking
H0; see Proposition 10 and the following remark in [29]. And every natural
transformation of dg-functors ϕ˜→ ϕ˜′ gives rise to a natural transformation
of triangle functors ϕ → ϕ′. Starting with triangle functors ϕ,ϕ′ : D → D
and a natural transformation ν : ϕ → ϕ′ between them, which admit lifts
ϕ˜, ϕ˜′ and ν˜ for an enhancement A, we obtain a dg-functor Cone(ν˜), since
A has functorial cones. Then the triangle functor H0(Cone(ν˜)) fits into the
triangle:
ϕ→ ϕ′ → H0(Cone(ν˜))
See [29, §5.1] for details.
All triangulated categories occurring in this article and its representation-
theoretic counterpart [12] are of this type: bounded derived categories of
abelian categories with enough injectives have an enhancement by [8, §3].
In fact, by [27] and [18] enhancements also exist for the derived category
Db(X) of coherent sheaves on a quasi-projective scheme, even though there
are no injectives and these enhancements are, moreover, unique.
3.2. General twist functors and adjoints. Assuming that D is Hom•-
finite, we will associate to an object F ∈ D a twist functor TF : D → D.
We begin by considering the exact functor Hom•(F, · ) : D → Db(k); it
is well-defined because D is Hom•-finite. Next, we get an induced exact
functor Hom•(F, · ) ⊗ F : D → D, together with a natural transformation
Hom•(F, · ) ⊗ F → id coming from the evaluation Hom•(F,A) ⊗ F → A.
We would like to define the twist functor by the following exact triangle
Hom•(F, · )⊗ F → id→ TF .
For the functoriality we assume thatD is algebraic and idempotent complete.
Let A and V be enhancements of D and Db(k), respectively. Choose a dg
lift of · ⊗F : Db(k)→ D to a dg functor V → A. By [1, §2.2], there are also
canonical lifts for its adjoints, especially for Hom•(F, · ), and canonical lifts
of the corresponding adjunction units and counits. The latter gives a lift of
the evaluation Hom•(F, · ) ⊗ F → id to A. As discussed above, there is a
dg-functor T˜F completing the lifted evaluation to an exact triangle, so we
can define TF as H
0(T˜F ). This construction is well known; see [28] and the
much more general [1]. For a definition of twist functors using Fourier-Mukai
kernels, see [13, §8].
We mention in passing that the functor Hom•(F, · )⊗ F : D → D — and
hence the twist functors — can exist in greater generality; it suffices that
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Hom•(F,A)⊗ F exist for all A ∈ D. Our assumption that D is Hom•-finite
ensures this.
Throughout the rest of the article, whenever twist functors are mentioned
we presume that D is algebraic, idempotent complete and Hom•-finite.
We are going to describe the adjoints of TF . The left adjoint exists in
full generality; the right adjoint needs a Serre dual SF of F . For any object
G ∈ D, the endofunctor Hom•(F, · )⊗G has adjoints
Hom•( · , G)∗ ⊗ F ⊣ Hom•(F, · )⊗G ⊣ Hom•(G, · )⊗ SF
Note that a triangle of functors ϕ→ ψ → η leads to a triangle ηl → ψl → ϕl
of their left adjoints. To see this, apply first Hom•(A, · ) and then ad-
junction to ϕ(B) → ψ(B) → η(B) to yield a triangle Hom•(ϕl(A), B) →
Hom•(ψl(A), B) → Hom•(ηl(A), B) in Db(k), functorial in both A and
B. This triangle is induced, thanks to the Yoneda lemma, by natural
transformations ψl → ϕl and g : ηl → ψl. Next we apply Hom•( · , B)
to the completed triangle ηl(A)
gA−→ψl(A) → C(gA), and deduce isomor-
phisms C(gA) ∼→ ϕ
l(A), as before by the Yoneda lemma. This shows that
ηl(A) → ψl(A) → ϕl(A) is again a triangle, whose functoriality is immedi-
ate. The analogous statement for the right adjoints holds likewise. For the
twist functor TF under consideration, we get
TlF → id→ Hom
•( · , F )∗ ⊗ F and TrF → id→ Hom
•(F, · )⊗ SF.
We will prove in Lemma 3.1 that for a spherical twist the left and right
adjoints coincide and give the inverse. For a properly spherelike object F ,
the adjoints are necessarily distinct.
3.3. Special cases of twist functors. The twist functors are most inter-
esting when the derived endomorphism algebras are small:
Zero object. Clearly, TF = id for F = 0. From now on, assume F non-zero.
Exceptional objects. An exceptional object F , i.e. Hom•(F,F ) = k, is one
with the smallest derived endomorphism ring. Each such object yields two
semi-orthogonal decompositions 〈F⊥, F 〉 and 〈F,⊥F 〉 of D. Furthermore,
the twist functor TF is a right adjoint of the inclusion F
⊥ →֒ D; the shifted
functor TF [−1] is just the left mutation along F , as in [25, §7.2.2]. An
exceptional object is typically not studied for its own sake. Rather, one is
looking for a full exceptional sequence — a ‘basis’ for the category — or tries
to strip off an exceptional object or sequence, by considering the orthogonal
complement. See [25] for many geometric examples of this approach.
Spherelike objects. If Hom•(F,F ) is two-dimensional, then by definition F is
spherelike. This is the next simplest case after exceptional objects, in terms
of complexity. Spherical objects can be characterised as the simplest type
of Calabi-Yau objects (leaving trivial examples aside, like k in Db(k-mod)).
A spherical object F is interesting on its own, since the associated twist
functor TF is an autoequivalence of the category [28]. Collections of spheri-
cal objects provide interesting subgroups of autoequivalences; a topic related
to (generalised) braid group actions and also first taken up in [28] and in-
dependently in [26].
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3.4. Spherelike twist functors. In this article, we will deal exclusively
with spherelike objects and show that their twist functors still have some
interesting properties even though they are fully faithful only if the object
is already spherical. Remarkably, an abstract spherelike object becomes
spherical in a naturally defined subcategory. We start by giving a number
of basic properties of twist functors, somewhat more careful than in [13] or
[28], as we are not only interested in autoequivalences.
In the following lemma, we write Hom•◦(F,F ) for the complex of traceless
derived endomorphisms of an object F ; it is defined as the cone of the natural
map k · idF → Hom
•(F,F ).
Lemma 3.1. Let F 6= 0 be an object of D.
(1) TF |F⊥ = id and TF |〈F 〉 = [1]⊗Hom
•
◦(F,F ).
(2) Hom•(F,F ) ∼→ Hom•(TF (F ),TF (F )) if and only if F is spherelike.
(3) If TF is fully faithful, then TF is an equivalence.
(4) If F is spherical, then TF is an equivalence.
(5) If TF is an equivalence and D has a Serre functor and is Krull-
Schmidt, then F is spherical.
Proof. (1) This follows at once from the defining triangle for twist functors.
(2) The condition means that TF is fully faithful on the singleton {F}.
The short proof for the “if”-part can be found in [23, Thm. 1.27], which we
replicate for the convenience of the reader. For any f ∈ Homd(F,F ),
F [−d]
(f [−d],− id)
//
TF (f)[−1]

F ⊕ F [−d]
id⊕f [−d]
//(
f
0
0
f [−d]
)

F
f

0
// F [1− d]
TF (f)

F
(f,− id)
// F [d]⊕ F
id⊕f
// F [d]
0
// F [1]
is a commutative diagram of exact triangles. Thus TF (f) = f [1 − d] and
hence Homi(F,F ) ∼→ Homi(TF (F ),TF (F )) for i = d. For i 6= d, both sides
are zero.
For the converse, note that Hom•◦(F,F ) has to be one-dimensional, so F
is spherelike.
(3) We show now that TlF (D)
∼= 0 implies D ∼= 0. Then we can apply
the result analogous to Lemma 2.6 for left adjoints to deduce that TF is
an equivalence: Assuming TlF (D)
∼= 0, the triangle defining TlF boils down
to D ∼= Hom•(D,F )∗ ⊗ F . Applying TlF to this isomorphism, we find 0
∼=
Hom•(D,F )∗ ⊗ TlF (F ). Since T
l
F (F ) = F [d − 1], we get Hom
•(D,F )∗ ∼= 0
and hence D ∼= Hom•(D,F )∗ ⊗ F ∼= 0.
(4) Assume that F is spherical. We start by showing that Ω := {F}∪F⊥
is a spanning class for D: The property Ω⊥ = 0 follows immediately from
the construction of Ω. The other vanishing ⊥Ω = 0 uses SF = F [d], i.e. F
is a Calabi-Yau object.
We claim that the maps Hom•(A,A′) → Hom•(TF (A),TF (A
′)) induced
by TF are isomorphisms for all A,A
′ ∈ Ω. This is true for A = A′ = F by (2).
It holds for A,A′ ∈ F⊥ as TF |F⊥ is the identity. Both Hom spaces vanish if
A = F and A′ ∈ F⊥. Finally, we also have vanishing in the remaining case
A ∈ F⊥ and A′ = F — here we invoke SF = F [d] again: Hom•(A,F ) =
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Hom•(F,A[−d])∗ = 0. Thus TF is fully faithful on the spanning class Ω and
then fully faithful altogether by Proposition 2.5. Using (3) we are done.
(5) Now assume that F is an object such that TF is an equivalence. We
start with the observation that for any fully faithful functor ϕ, there is a nat-
ural transformation ϕ→ SϕS−1. If ϕ is an equivalence, the transformation
is a functor isomorphism.
We look at the triangle defining the twist and at its Serre conjugate:
Hom•(F, · )⊗ F

// id

// TF

Hom•(F,S−1( · ))⊗ SF // SS−1 // STFS
−1
The two right-hand vertical maps define the one on the left. As id and TF
are equivalences, these functor maps are actually isomorphisms, hence the
left-hand map is as well. Plugging in SF , we get
Hom•(F,SF )⊗ F ∼→ Hom•(F,F ) ⊗ SF.
Since we already know from (2) that F is d-spherelike for some d, we thus
get F ⊕ F [d] ∼= SF ⊕ SF [−d].
For d 6= 0, we note that F is indecomposable from Hom(F,F ) = k.
Hence F ∼= SF [−d], as D is Krull-Schmidt. For d = 0, we refer to the
Appendix. 
Remark 3.2. If we just assume thatD is algebraic and idempotent complete
and moreover Hom•(A,F ) and Hom•(F,A) are finite-dimensional for all
A ∈ D, then the statements (4) and (5) of the preceeding lemma still hold
by [1, Thm. 5.1].
So far, we have solely considered TF as an endofunctor of D. In the fol-
lowing, we will also take into account subcategories of D inheriting the twist
functor. The subsequent lemma shows a dichotomy for such subcategories.
Note that F will be spherelike in any subcategory containing it (recall that
our subcategories are always full). However, F might become spherical in
a suitable subcategory and in fact, in the next section we will look for the
maximal subcategory containing F on which TF becomes an equivalence.
Lemma 3.3. Let U ⊆ D be a triangulated subcategory which is closed under
taking direct summands. The twist functor TF induces an endofunctor of U ,
i.e. TF (U) ⊆ U , if and only if either F ∈ U or U ⊆ F
⊥. More precisely:
(1) If F ∈ U , then TF : U → U exists and coincides with the restriction of
TF : D → D to U .
(2) If U ⊆ F⊥, then the induced endofunctor TF |U is idU .
Proof. Only one implication of the equivalence is not obvious. So assume
TF (U) ⊆ U and pick U ∈ U . As the last two objects of the exact triangle
Hom•(F,U) ⊗ F → U → TF (U) are in U , we find Hom
•(F,U) ⊗ F ∈ U
as well. Since U is closed under summands, this boils down to F ∈ U or
Hom•(F,U) = 0. We are done, since the existence of a single U ∈ U with
U /∈ F⊥ forces F ∈ U by the same reasoning.
For (1), let F ∈ U and U be a full subcategory. Let A be an enhancement
of D, especially it is a pre-triangulated dg category. Since U is a full triangu-
lated subcategory, the preimage of U under the projection A → H0(A) = D
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is an enhancement of U ; see [5, §1.5.5]. So U is algebraic. Since U contains
F , the twist functor exists. Using these enhancements, the triangles defin-
ing the twist functor for U and the one for D can be lifted in a compatible
manner to the respective enhancements.
(2) The claim for U ⊆ F⊥ follows from Lemma 3.1(1). 
4. Spherical subcategories
In this section, we are going to associate to a spherelike object F a canonical
subcategory DF where it becomes spherical. Therefore we call DF the spher-
ical subcategory of F . Before that we need a ‘measure’ for the asphericity of
F . Recall that F is d-spherelike if Hom•(F,F ) ∼= k⊕ k[−d].
4.1. The asphericity triangle. To a d-spherelike object F ∈ D with Serre
dual, we will associate a canonical triangle, the asphericity triangle
F
w
−→ ω(F )→ QF
whose last term QF is called the asphericity QF of F . It measures how far
F is from being spherical. If the object F is clear from the context, we will
often write Q in place of QF .
We begin by putting ω(F ) := SF [−d]. The notation is borrowed from
algebraic geometry; see Section 5. Then we find
Hom•(F, ω(F )) = Hom•(F,SF [−d]) = Hom•(F,F )∗[−d] = k⊕ k[−d].
So for d 6= 0, there is a non-zero map w : F → ω(F ), unique up to scalars.
For d = 0, the construction is slightly more elaborate and we give it in the
Appendix.
Lemma 4.1. For a d-spherelike F with Serre dual we have Hom•(F,Q) = 0,
i.e. F ∈ ⊥Q.
Proof. We apply Hom•(F, · ) to the triangle F
w
−→ ω(F )→ Q and obtain
Hom•(F,F )
w∗−−→ Hom•(F, ω(F ))→ Hom•(F,Q)
where Hom•(F,F ) and Hom•(F, ω(F )) are isomorphic to k⊕ k[−d]. Obvi-
ously w∗(id) = w. For d 6= 0, denote non-zero d-extensions ε : F [−d] → F
and η : F [−d]→ ω(F ). We look at the pairing
Hom(F [−d], F ) ⊗Hom(F, ω(F ))→ Hom(F [−d], ω(F )), ε⊗ w 7→ w ◦ ε
which is non-degenerate by Serre duality. Now all three Hom-spaces are
one-dimensional, so that w ◦ ε is a non-zero multiple of η. Hence w∗ is an
isomorphism and thus Hom•(F,Q) = 0, as desired.
For the case d = 0 we refer to the Appendix. 
Remark 4.2. For F not spherical, i.e. Q 6= 0, the marked morphism in
the shifted triangle ω(F ) → Q
∗
−→ F [1] is non-zero. Otherwise ω(F ) ∼=
F⊕Q, hence End•(ω(F )) ∼= Hom•(F [−d], ω(F ))∗ ∼= Hom•(F [−d], F⊕Q)∗ ∼=
End•(F )∗[d]. This is absurd since End•(ω(F )) ⊇ End•(F )⊕ End•(Q).
So the marked map is non-zero, thus Q is not left orthogonal to F ,
i.e. Q ∈ F⊥\⊥F . In particular for d 6= 1, the asphericity always spoils
fully faithfulness of TF , in view of Hom
•(Q,F ) → Hom•(TF (Q),TF (F )) =
Hom•(Q,F )[1−d] with Hom1(Q,F ) 6= 0 (note Q ∈ F⊥ implies TF (Q) = Q).
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Remark 4.3 (cf. [28, §1a]). Give a 2d-spherelike object F ∈ D with its
twist functor TF : D → D, the endomorphism tF := T
K
F : K(D) → K(D)
of the K-group of D is an involution with the propery tF ([F ]) = −[F ].
This follows immediately from tF (x) = x − χ(F, x)[F ] for all x ∈ K(D)
and unravelling t2F (x), using χ(F,F ) = 2 as F is 2d-spherelike. Here,
χ([F ], [G]) = χ(F,G) :=
∑
i(−1)
iHom(F,G[i]) is the Euler pairing.
Thus spherelike objects might stand behind K-group involutions of geo-
metric interest, as they allow lifts to endofunctors, even though not auto-
equivalences in general. Note that if D is a 2d-Calabi-Yau category, then
the involution tF is actually the reflection along the root [F ] ∈ K(D).
Furthermore, these involutions satisfy the braid relations. More precisely,
let E,F ∈ D be spherelike with χ(E,E) = χ(F,F ) = 2 and χ(E,F ) =
χ(F,E) =: s. Another direct computation shows that tEtF = tF tE if s = 0,
and tEtF tE = tF tEtF if s = ±1.
4.2. The spherical subcategory DF . We define the spherical subcategory
DF and the asphericity subcategory QF of F as
DF :=
⊥QF , QF := D
⊥
F = (
⊥QF )
⊥,
these are full, triangulated subcategories of D. For the asphericity subcate-
gory, we have the inclusion 〈QF 〉 ⊂ QF . If QF is an exceptional object, then
the two categories coincide. This will occur in examples considered below,
but we will also encounter cases where the inclusion is strict. By Lemma 4.1,
DF contains F and, by Lemma 3.3, the twist functor TF : DF → DF exists.
Theorem 4.4. Let D be a k-linear, Hom-finite triangulated category. If F
is a d-spherelike object of D with Serre dual, then F is d-Calabi-Yau and
hence d-spherical in DF .
Proof. We want to show that Hom(A,F ) ∼= Hom(F,A[d])∗ for all A ∈ DF .
For A ∈ DF =
⊥Q, we apply Hom(A, ·) to the triangle F → ω(F )→ Q, and
get two isomorphisms Hom(A,F ) ∼= Hom(A,ω(F )) ∼= Hom(F,A[d])∗ each
of them functorial in A (the second one by definition of Serre duals). 
Corollary 4.5. Let F ∈ D be as above and assume that D is Hom•-finite,
idempotent complete and algebraic. Then TF induces autoequivalences of
QF and DF . In fact, TF : DF ∼→ DF is the restriction of TF : D → D to DF .
If moreover D possesses a Serre functor, then the left adjoint TlF induces
autoequivalences of DF and of S
−1(QF ), and the right adjoint T
r
F induces
autoequivalences of QF and of S(DF ).
Proof. By the assumptions on D, the twist functor TF : D → D is well-
defined. Moreover, TF induces endofunctors of DF and QF by Lemmata 3.3
and 4.1. The restriction TF |DF : DF → DF is an autoequivalence by the
theorem and Lemmata 3.1(4) and 3.3. Moreover, QF = D
⊥
F and F ∈ DF
implies TF |QF = id. So TF quite trivially is an autoequivalence of QF .
We turn to TlF which sits in the triangle T
l
F → id → Hom
•( · , F )∗ ⊗ F .
Plugging an object A ∈ DF into this triangle and applying Hom
•( · , QF ), we
find that TlF induces an endofunctor of DF . There it is still the left adjoint
of the autoequivalence TF |DF , so T
l
F |DF is also an autoequivalence. By the
defining triangle, we see that TlF |S−1(QF ) is just the identity.
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The statement about the right adjoint follows from TrF = ST
l
FS
−1. 
Now we prove that DF is indeed the maximal subcategory containing F
as a spherical object:
Theorem 4.6. Let U ⊂ D be a full, triangulated subcategory and F ∈ U a
d-spherical object. If F has a Serre dual in D, then U ⊂ DF .
Proof. The statement is an extension of Lemma 4.1: here we want to show
Hom•(U,Q) = 0 for all U ∈ U . This is equivalent to U ⊂ DF =
⊥QF .
The proof will use cohomological functors, i.e. contravariant functors from
k-linear triangulated categories to k-vector spaces, mapping triangles to long
exact sequences. For D ∈ D, we put hD := HomD( · ,D) : D
op → k-mod,
and hD|U := HomD( · ,D) : U
op → k-mod for the induced functor on U .
Using the Serre duals of F in D and U , there are isomorphisms
hSF [−d] = HomD( · ,SF [−d]) ∼= HomD(F [−d], · )
∗,
hF |U = HomU ( · , F ) ∼= HomU (F [−d], · )
∗,
where the second line uses F ∈ U and that U is a full subcategory. Hence
we obtain an isomorphism of cohomological functors g : hSF [−d]|U
∼→ hF |U .
In general, hSF [−d]|U is not representable as a functor on U . However, hF |U
is representable due to F ∈ U , allowing to invoke the Yoneda lemma:
HomFun(hF |U , hSF [−d]|U ) = hSF [−d]|U (F ) = HomD(F,SF [−d]).
The morphism w : F → ω(F ) = SF [−d] induces a natural transformation
w∗ : hF → hSF [−d]. Our aim is to show that w∗|U : hF |U → hSF [−d]|U
is a functor isomorphism — assuming this is true, the induced triangles
Hom•(U,F )
w∗−−→ Hom•(U,SF [−d]) → Hom•(U,QF ) then immediately en-
force Hom(U,QF ) = 0 for all U ∈ U .
Now, to show that w∗|U : hF |U → hSF [−d]|U is a functor isomorphism, we
can equivalently check g◦w∗|U : hF |U → hF |U . By the Yoneda lemma, latter
is an isomorphism if and only if the corresponding map in HomU (F,F ) is,
which is given by (g ◦ w∗|U ) (F )(idF ). Unraveling this and using that g is an
isomorphism, we are left to show this for w∗ : Hom(F,F )→ Hom(F, ω(F )),
which which was shown in the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
4.3. Assumption D = 〈C⊥, C〉 with F ∈ C spherical. Under some ab-
stract assumptions, quite a bit can be said about the spherical subcategory.
Here, we consider:
(†) F is d-spherical in a right admissible subcategory C
ι
−֒→ D and D has
a Serre functor.
We recall the simple fact that the right adjoint to an inclusion is a left
inverse, i.e. C
ι
−֒→ D
pi
−→ C is the identity; see [13, Rem. 1.24].
Whenever (†) holds, the following theorem allows to compute the spherical
subcategory without recourse to the asphericity. This will be used in many
of the examples. However, there are also interesting examples not of this
type.
Theorem 4.7. Let F ∈ C ⊂ D such that (†) holds. Then F is d-spherelike
as an object of D, and the spherical subcategory has a weak semi-orthogonal
decomposition DF = 〈C
⊥ ∩ ⊥F, C〉.
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Proof. It is immediate that ιF is d-spherelike in D. We get C ⊂ DιF =
⊥QιF
from Theorem 4.6.
For A ∈ C⊥, we have Hom•D(A,SDιF [−d]) = Hom
•
D(ιF [−d], A)
∗ = 0, as
F ∈ C. Applying Hom•D(ιA, · ) to the asphericity triangle of ιF then shows
C⊥ ∩ ⊥QιF = C
⊥ ∩ ⊥ιF .
Now, any object A ∈ DιF ⊂ D has a decomposition AC → A → A⊥
with AC ∈ C and A⊥ ∈ C
⊥. As shown above A⊥ ∈ C
⊥ ∩ ⊥ιF , so DιF =
〈C⊥ ∩ ⊥ιF, C〉 is a weak semi-orthogonal decomposition. This is the formula
of the theorem, where by abuse of notation we have identified F with ιF as
an object of D. 
Remark 4.8. Let F = E⊕E′ be the 0-spherelike object obtained from two
mutually orthogonal, exceptional objects E and E′. Then F ∈ C := 〈E,E′〉
and the inclusion C
ι
−֒→ D has right adjoint π := TE ⊕ TE′ . Since πι = idC ,
we can apply the proposition and get DF = 〈
⊥F ∩ F⊥, 〈F 〉〉.
Obviously, DF ⊃ 〈
⊥F ∩ F⊥, 〈F 〉〉 holds for all spherelike objects F . How-
ever, the inclusion is strict in general. A simple example is given by the
1-spherical skyscraper sheaf k(p) for a point p on a smooth curve C. Then
Dk(p) = D
b(C) as k(p) is spherical, but 〈⊥k(p) ∩ k(p)⊥, k(p)〉 only contains
objects with zero-dimensional support; see Example 5.7.
4.4. Assumption D = 〈QF ,DF 〉. We consider this condition:
(‡) D has a Serre functor and DF →֒ D is right admissible.
As a direct consequence, we get a weak semi-orthogonal decomposition
D = 〈QF ,DF 〉. Furthermore, (‡) gives semi-orthogonal decompositions
〈DF ,S
−1(QF )〉 and 〈S(DF ),QF 〉 of D; therefore Lemma 2.4, Theorem 4.4
and Corollary 4.5 immediately imply
Proposition 4.9. Assume (‡) and that D is algebraic, idempotent complete
and Hom•-finite. Let F ∈ D be a d-spherelike object. Then the twist functor
TF and its adjoints are piecewise invertible and in particular conservative.
5. Examples from algebraic geometry
We will always work with smooth, projective varieties over an algebraically
closed field k and the triangulated category under investigation will be the
bounded derived category of coherent sheaves. As is well known, classical
Serre duality shows that SA := A ⊗ ωX [dim(X)] is the Serre functor of
Db(X). Note that d-Calabi-Yau objects of Db(X) must have d = dim(X).
This is why among d-spherelike objects of Db(X) those with d = dim(X)
are particularly interesting and we have ω(A) = SA[−d] = ωX ⊗A for such
an object A, justifying the notation.
5.1. Spherelike vector bundles. Let V be a d-spherelike locally free sheaf
on a variety of dimension n. Assuming that k has characteristic 0, the
endomorphism bundle splits V ∨⊗V ∼= OX ⊕W whereW is locally free and
self dual, i.e. W∨ ∼=W . We get
k⊕ k[−d] = Hom•(V, V ) ∼= Hom•(OX , V
∨ ⊗ V ) ∼= H•(OX)⊕H
•(W ).
Since H0(OX) = k in any case, there are two possibilities:
• Either H•(W ) = k[−d] and H•(OX) = k, i.e. OX is exceptional,
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• or H•(W ) = 0 and H•(OX) = k⊕ k[−d], i.e. OX is d-spherelike.
Let us restrict to dimension 2. We are therefore interested in surfaces with
exceptional or spherelike structure sheaf. Below, we compile a list of those,
assuming char(k) = 0. Recall that the irregularity q := dimH1(OX) and
the geometric genus pg := dimH
2(OX) are birational invariants, as is the
Kodaira dimension κ. See [4] for these notions and the following list. For
Kynev surfaces, see [17] or [22].
κ minimal model (or example)
OX exceptional (q = pg = 0) −∞ rational surfaces
0 Enriques surfaces
1 (e.g. Dolgachev surfaces)
2 (e.g. Barlow, Burniat, Campedelli,
Catanese, Godeaux surfaces)
OX 1-spherelike (q = 1, pg = 0) −∞ ruled surfaces of genus 1
0 bielliptic surfaces
OX 2-spherelike (q = 0, pg = 1) 0 K3 surfaces
1 (see below)
2 (e.g. Kynev surface)
Wherever we write ‘e.g.’ only examples are known and a full classification
is not available; those surfaces need not be minimal. For an example with
invariants κ = 1, q = 0, pg = 1, see [21, Ex. 3.3]. It is constructed as a double
logarithmic transform of a minimal elliptic fibration over P1. However, it is
not clear whether there are projective examples. See also [4, Ex. V.13.2].
We treat structure sheaves of ruled surfaces over elliptic curves in Exam-
ple 5.8, and 2-spherelike structure sheaves in Proposition 5.5
5.2. Blowing ups. Let X be a variety of dimension d ≥ 2 and π : X˜ → X
the blow-up of X in a point p. Denote the exceptional divisor by R; we know
R ∼= Pd−1 and OR(R) ∼= OR(−1). Recall that the derived pullback functor
π∗ : Db(X) → Db(X˜) is fully faithful and that the canonical bundle of the
blow-up is given by ωX˜ = π
∗ωX ⊗ OX˜(d
′R) where for notational purposes
we set d′ := d− 1 in this section.
The derived category of Db(X˜) has a semi-orthogonal decomposition
Db(X˜) =
〈
OR(−d
′), . . . ,OR(−1), π
∗Db(X)
〉
,
where we note that OR(−d
′), . . . ,OR(−1) is an exceptional sequence; see
[13, §11.2]. Let S ∈ Db(X) be a spherical object and F := π∗S ∈ Db(X˜) its
d-spherelike pull-back. Assumption (†) holds, so that Theorem 4.7 applies.
Lemma 5.1. Let S ∈ Db(X) be spherical and F = π∗S ∈ Db(X˜) its sphere-
like pull-back. Then F has asphericity QF = F ⊗Od′R(d
′R). Furthermore,
F is spherical if and only if p /∈ supp(S).
Proof. First, assume p /∈ supp(S). Then, F⊗ωX˜
∼= F , since supp(F )∩R = ∅
and OX˜(d
′R) is trivial off R.
Now we turn to the asphericity Q. We can assume p ∈ supp(S) —
otherwise, Q = 0, in compliance with the claimed formula. Now observe
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F ⊗ ωX˜ = π
∗S ⊗ π∗ωX ⊗ OX˜(d
′R) = F ⊗ OX˜(d
′R), using the formula for
ωX˜ and the Calabi-Yau property S⊗ωX = S. Tensoring the exact sequence
0→ OX˜ → OX˜(d
′R)→ Od′R(d
′R)→ 0 with F gives the triangle
F → F ⊗OX˜(d
′R)→ F ⊗Od′R(d
′R)
where we recall that the tensor product of the last term is derived. Note that
the first map must be non-zero — otherwise F⊗Od′R(d
′R) would be a direct
sum F [1]⊕F ⊗OX˜(d
′R), contradicting that F ⊗Od′R(d
′R) is supported on
R but the support of F = π∗S is strictly bigger than R: spherical objects are
not supported on points if d ≥ 2. As Hom(F, ω(F )) = Hom(F,F⊗OX˜(d
′R))
is one-dimensional, the above triangle is therefore isomorphic to the triangle
defining the asphericity, F → ω(F )→ QF .
Finally, we show that F spherical implies p /∈ supp(S). Thus we have
0 = QF = F ⊗Od′R(d
′R) and then 0 = F ⊗Od′R = π
∗S ⊗Od′R. Applying
π∗ and the projection formula, we get 0 = S ⊗ π∗Od′R. Now π∗Od′R is
supported on p, and is non-zero (the sheaves OiR have global sections for
all i ≥ 0 since OR(−iR) = OR(i) do). Therefore, 0 = S ⊗ π∗Od′R implies
p /∈ supp(S). 
Proposition 5.2. Let π : X˜ → X be the blowing up of a smooth projective
variety of dimension d in a point p. If S ∈ Db(X) is a spherical object with
p ∈ supp(S), then for F := π∗S assumption (‡) holds true and, moreover
there is a refinement of semi-orthogonal decompositions〈
OR(−(d− 1)), . . . ,OR(−1), π
∗Db(X)
〉
≺
〈
QF ,DF
〉
with DF = π
∗Db(X) and QF = 〈OR(−(d− 1)), . . . ,OR(−1)〉.
Proof. Again we put d′ = d − 1 for the sake of readability. As another
temporary notation, put E := 〈OR(−d
′), . . . ,OR(−1)〉, so that D
b(X˜) =
〈E , π∗Db(X)〉. From Theorem 4.7, we know DF = 〈E ∩
⊥F, π∗Db(X)〉. Our
goal is to prove E∩⊥F = 0. Since E is generated by an exceptional sequence,
we are reduced to showing OR(−i) /∈
⊥F for i = 1, . . . , d′.
Fix such an i and proceed
Hom•(OR(−i), F ) = Hom
•(F,OR(−i)⊗ ωX˜ [d])
∗
= Hom•(π∗S,OR(−i)⊗ π
∗ωX ⊗OX˜(d
′R))∗[−d]
= Hom•(π∗(S ⊗ ω−1X ),OR(−i)⊗OX˜(d
′R))∗[−d]
= Hom•(π∗S,OR(−i− d
′))∗[−d]
= Hom•(S, π∗OR(−i− d
′))∗[−d]
= Hom•(S,k(p)⊗H•(OR(−i− d
′)))∗[−d],
using Serre duality, the formula for ωX˜ , the Calabi-Yau property of S, the
relation OR(R) = OR(−1) and adjunction π
∗ ⊣ π∗. About the equality
used in the closing step, π∗OR(−i − d
′) = k(p) ⊗ H•(OR(−i − d
′)): the
two maps R →֒ X˜
pi
−→ X and R → {p} →֒ X coincide, and so give a
commutativity relation of direct image functors. The cohomology is non-
zero due to Hd
′
(O
Pd
′ (−i− d′)) 6= 0, for i > 0.
With S supported on p, i.e. Hom•(S,k(p)) 6= 0, we finally assemble these
pieces into the desired non-orthogonality Hom•(OR(−i), F ) 6= 0. 
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The proposition can be extended inductively.
Corollary 5.3. Let X˜ = Xl
pil−→ · · ·
pi1−→ X0 = X be a sequence of blowups
in points of a smooth projective variety of dimension d. If S ∈ Db(X) is
spherical and the blowups happen in the support of (the pullback of) S, then
DbF = π
∗Db(X) where π is the concatenation of the blowups and F = π∗S.
Moreover, (‡) holds in this situation.
Proof. Let πi be the blow-up of the point pi with exceptional divisor Ei,
and write πl,k := πl ◦ · · · πk for 1 ≤ k ≤ l. There is the semi-orthogonal
decomposition
Db(X˜) = 〈OEl(−d
′), . . . ,OEl(−1), π
∗
l (E), π
∗Db(X)〉
for a category E generated by certain OEi(−k) with 1 ≤ i < l. Applying
Theorem 4.7, we have to check that 〈OEl(−d
′), . . . ,OEl(−1), π
∗
l (E)〉 ∩
⊥F
is zero. Note that Hom•(π∗l (E), F ) does not vanish by induction. So it
remains to show that Hom•(OEl(−k), F ) is non-zero for 1 ≤ k ≤ d
′. Since
ωX˜ = π
∗ωX ⊗
⊗l
i=1 π
∗
l,i+1O(d
′Ei) where πl,l+1 := id, we compute
Hom•(OEl(−k), F ) = Hom
•(S, π∗(OEl(−k − d
′)))∗[−d]
= Hom•(S,k(p)⊗H•(OEl(−k − d
′)))∗[−d] 6= 0,
using analogous arguments as in the proof above. Additionally, we have
used that El.π
∗
l,i+1(Ei) = 0 for i < l and moreover, (πl−1,1)∗k(pl) = k(p) for
some point p in the support of S. Therefore, we are done. 
Remark 5.4. The assumption that the centers of the blow-ups have to be
within the support of (the pullback of) S is not a strong restriction. In fact,
blow-ups outside of S can be performed independently. So without loss of
generality, we can perform such blow-ups at first, under which the pullback
of S stays spherical by Lemma 5.1.
Consequently, if a spherelike object is a pullback of a spherical one, then
we can recover the derived category of the variety where it is spherical.
We single out a special case of the corollary which already appeared in
the introduction. By definition, X is a Calabi-Yau variety if its structure
sheaf OX is spherical.
Proposition 5.5. Let X be a Calabi-Yau variety and X˜ → X be any succes-
sion of blow-ups in points. Then OX˜ is a spherelike sheaf, and its spherical
subcategory is Db(X˜)O
X˜
= Db(X).
Example 5.6. Let X be a surface containing a −2-curve C, i.e. a smooth,
rational curve C with C2 = −2. Then S = OC is a spherical object in
Db(X); see [13, Ex. 8.10(iii)]. Let π : X˜ → X be the blow-up of X in a point
on C. Then π∗S = Opi−1(C) is a 2-spherelike object.
The total transform π−1(C) = C˜ + R is a reducible curve, having as
components the strict transform C˜ of C and the exceptional divisor R. We
remark that C˜ + R has self-intersection −2, as follows from C˜2 = −3 and
R2 = −1. Let us abusively write C instead of C˜ for the strict transform.
We explicitly compute the asphericity Q of the properly 2-spherelike ob-
ject F = OC+R. By Lemma 5.1, it is given by the (derived) tensor product
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Q = OC+R ⊗OR(R). Resolving OC+R by i : OX˜(−C −R)→ OX˜ ,
Q = OC+R ⊗OR(R) = OR(R)⊕OX˜(−C −R)⊗OR(R)[1]
= OR(−1)⊕OR(−C)|R[1] = OR(−1)⊕OR(−1)[1],
where we used i|R = 0, giving the direct sum, and C.R = 1. We conclude
〈Q〉 = QF — note that that would be wrong without split closure on 〈Q〉.
5.3. Ruled surfaces. For a different kind of example consider a ruled sur-
face π : X → C where C is a smooth, projective curve of arbitrary genus.
There is a section which we denote by C0 ⊂ X. It is a classical fact about
ruled surfaces that the direct image V := π∗OX(C0) is a vector bundle of
rank 2 on C (in particular, all higher direct images vanish) with the property
X = P(V ); see [11, §V.2] or [10, §5].
Since ruled surfaces are special cases of projective bundles, we again get a
semi-orthogonal decomposition Db(X) = 〈π∗Db(C)⊗OX(−C0), π
∗Db(C)〉,
see [13, Cor. 8.36]. Here, OX(C0) is the relatively ample line bundle Opi(1).
This is another situation in which Theorem 4.7 applies.
Given a spherical object S ∈ Db(C), its pullback F := π∗S is 1-spherelike
in Db(X). We know DF = 〈(π
∗Db(C)⊗OX(−C0)) ∩
⊥F, π∗Db(C)〉 from
the theorem. In order to determine the left-hand intersection, take an object
B := π∗A⊗OX(−C0) with A ∈ D
b(C) and carry on with
Hom•X(B,F ) = Hom
•
X(π
∗A⊗OX(−C0), π
∗S)
= Hom•C(A,S ⊗ π∗(OX(C0))) = Hom
•
C(A,S ⊗ V ).
We conclude DF =
〈
π∗(⊥(S ⊗ V ))⊗OX(−C0), π
∗Db(C)
〉
.
It is well known that Db(C) has no non-trivial semi-orthogonal decompo-
sitions unless C = P1, and then assumption (‡) cannot be met.
Example 5.7. The skyscraper sheaf S := k(p) is spherical in Db(C) for any
point p ∈ C. Then F = OP where P := π
−1(p) ∼= P1 is the structure sheaf
of the fibre over p. Here, S⊗V = k(p)2 regardless of the actual surface. We
claim that ⊥k(p) = DbU (C), the subcategory of objects of D
b(C) supported
on the open set U := C\{p}. (This claim follows from standard facts: as
C is a smooth curve, every object of Db(C) is isomorphic to its cohomology
complex; every sheaf is a direct sum of its torsion sheaf and the torsion-free
quotient, the latter always mapping to any skyscraper sheaf.) Altogether
DOP =
〈
π∗DbU (C)⊗OX(−C0), π
∗Db(C)
〉
.
We point out that π∗DbU (C)⊗OX(−C0) is generated by Opi−1(c)(−1) for all
c ∈ U , i.e. the (−1)-twisted structure sheaves of all fibres except π−1(p).
As to the asphericity: ωX ∼= OX(−2C0) ⊗ π
∗L for some line bundle L ∈
Pic(C). Hence F ⊗ ωX ∼= π
∗(k(p) ⊗ L) ⊗ OX(−2C0) = OX(−2C0)|P =
OP (−2). The triangle defining Q therefore is OP → OP (−2)[1] → Q so
that Q ∼= OP (−1)
2[1] — this is just the Euler sequence for P ∼= P1.
Hence, assumption (‡) is not fulfilled: QF = 〈π
∗k(p)⊗OX(−C0)〉 and DF
do not generate Db(X) because 〈k(p)〉 and DbU (C) do not generate D
b(C).
This example shows that Db(X) can contain infinitely many pairwise in-
comparable spherical subcategories. See [12, §2] for a further study of this
and related questions.
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Example 5.8. Now consider the special case of a ruled surface of genus
1, i.e. C is an elliptic curve. Then the structure sheaf OC is 1-spherical in
Db(C), hence its pull-back π∗OC = OX is 1-spherelike in D
b(X). By the
above general computation, the spherical subcategory is
DOX =
〈
π∗(⊥V )⊗OX(−C0), π
∗Db(C)
〉
.
However, the orthogonal category ⊥V ⊂ Db(C) depends on the geometry,
i.e. the choice of V . It is well known that for ruled surfaces over elliptic
curves, only three possibilities for V can occur, up to line bundle twists
which don’t affect P(V ); see [10, §5] or [11, Thm. V.2.15]:
• V = OC ⊕ L with L ∈ Pic(C) of non-negative degree;
• V is a non-trivial extension of OC by OC ;
• V is a non-trivial extension of OC(p) by OC for a point p ∈ C.
For example, if V = OC ⊕ L with L ∈ Pic
0(C), then ⊥V contains all line
bundles of degree 0 different from OC and L. In particular, the complement
is smaller for V = OC ⊕ L with L 6= OC than for V = OC ⊕OC .
Appendix A. 0-spherelike objects
Let D be a category as in Section 3 and let F ∈ D be a d-spherelike object.
Ignoring the grading, the endomorphism algebra Hom•(F,F ) ∼= k2 as a k-
vector space. As an ungraded k-algebra, only two cases can occur, since k
is algebraically closed. We call F
• nilpotent if Hom•(F,F ) = k[ε]/ε2 where ε : F → F [d] is unique up
to scalars;
• disconnected if Hom•(F,F ) = k × k, so that idF = p1 + p2 for two
orthogonal idempotents which are unique up to order.
To see that these are all cases, let {1, b} be a basis of Hom•(F,F ) and
consider the surjection k[x]։ Hom•(F,F ), x 7→ b. Its kernel is generated by
a polynomial of degree 2 having either just one or two distinct roots, which
separates both cases. We note that the second case can only occur for d = 0.
We want to mention that given two exceptional, mutually orthogonal objects
E and E′, their direct sum E⊕E′ is a disconnected 0-spherelike object. If D
is idempotent complete (for example, if it is a derived category [3, Cor. 2.10]),
then every disconnected spherelike object is of the form above.
Proof of Lemma 3.1, (5): If F is nilpotent then F is indecomposable, so
the original argument applies. On the other hand, if F is disconnected, i.e.
Hom•(F,F ) ∼= k × k and consequently d = 0, then F ∼= E1 ⊕ E2 for two
non-zero objects E1 and E2. With F 0-spherelike, both objects E1 and E2
have to be exceptional and mutually orthogonal. In particular, they are
indecomposable, so F ⊕ F ∼= SF ⊕ SF implies F ∼= SF , using that D is
Krull-Schmidt. Hence, the claim is established.
Construction of w : F → ω(F ) = SF and proof of Lemma 4.1: First, we
will treat the case of F being nilpotent, so End(F ) has the basis (id, ε) as
a k-vector space with ε2 = 0. Let (id∨, ε∨) be the dual basis of End(F )∗.
There is a natural structure of End(F )∗ as a right End(F )-module, given by
ε∨ · ε = id∨ and id∨ ·ε = 0. Since σ : Hom(F,SF )
∼
−→ End(F )∗ is functorial,
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σ is an isomorphism of End(F )-modules. Hence, there is a basis (ι, φ) of
Hom(F,SF ) with ι ◦ ε = 0 and φ ◦ ε = ι. We can choose w = aι + bφ with
a, b arbitrary, as long as b 6= 0.
Using the basis of End(F ) we see that w∗ : End(F )→ Hom(F,SF ) is an
isomorphism, which proves Lemma 4.1 in this case.
Next, we turn to the case that F = E1 ⊕ E2 is disconnected, so Ei are
mutually orthogonal exceptional objects. By Serre duality we get that
Hom•(Ei,SEj) =
{
k · si if i = j
0 if i 6= j
Therefore any map F → SF is of the form a1s1 + a2s2. Now choose w =
a1s1 + a2s2 with ai 6= 0.
Again, w∗ : End(F ) → Hom(F,SF ) turns out to be an isomorphism, so
also in the disconnected case, Lemma 4.1 is shown. We note that if one
would choose ai = 0, then Ei is a direct summand of QF .
Finally, we want to remark, that in both cases, different choices of w yield
isomorphic QF . We show in the nilpotent case, that the asphericity QF of
w = aι + bφ is isomorphic to Q′F of w
′ = φ; the disconnected case is simi-
lar. For the corresponding aspherical triangles, we get the following map of
triangles, where the right map is the isomorphism between the asphericities:
F
w′
//
1
b
id− a
b2
ε

SF //
id

Q′F

F
w
// SF // QF
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